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Nominator Profile
Please use this section to provide information on yourself (the nominator). We may contact you for additional information, so make sure 
this section is accurate!

Name Wiley Wildcat

Relationship to Northwestern Undergraduate Student

Major & Graduation Year Social Policy

Email wileywildcat2022@u.northwestern.edu

Phone (773) 555-5555

Nominated Profile
Please complecte this section with information pertaining to the person you would like to nominate. Please ensure all information is 
accurate.

Name Sam Wildkit

Relationship to Northwestern Undergraduate Student

Major & Graduating Year Gender Studies

Email sam.wildkit2021@u.northwestern.edu

Phone (224) 555-5555

Please describe how this individual has been invovlved on campus
This section of the nomination should provide a brief introduction and overview of how the person you are nominating has been involved 
on campus. This section can include advisory boards this person was or is a part of, what student organizations or initiatives they have 
led or managed, or other involvement you feel is important for us to know. Please speak to the length and significance of their 
involvement (for example, what role they played on a committee or advisory board).

With the award description in mind, how does this person live out these core values?
This section should speak to each of the five key descriptors we look for in each nominee and how the nominee has lived up to or 
exhibited these attributes. An example, as well as the preferred format, is shown below. There is no word minimum, but you should 
write enough to give the review committee a good idea of why you think this person should be considered for the award. 

Commitment: Sam Wildkit played a fundamental role in XYZ advocacy board starting in their first year at Northwestern. They continued 
this work outside of the scope of this role and elevated concerns faced by XYZ community, advocated for XYZ changes on campus, and 
raised general awareness.

Courage: Sam exhibited courage in many of their involvement on campus, but one example is through their involvement in XXY. In this 
involvement, they faced XYZ challenge/obstacle but overcame this by.... 

Care: Sam demonstrated care through their involvement in XYZ Activity/Organization. They were involved in this through the role of XYZ
and approached it with care by doing X and Y throughout. An additional example of their care was for how they advocated for XYZ

community by doing....

Service: Sam exhibited service in many ways, but one example that comes to mind is in the role they played as XYZ for ABC initiative. In 

this role they did XYZ for X length of time. This is an example of service because... 

Humility: Sam showed humility because, in their commitment to XZY community/initiative, they did..... 
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